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DevBytes
Intoduction

Google Developer Students Club (GDSC VAST) conducted a spiral talk 
session named DevBytes on 23rd May 2021 from 6 pm to 8.30 pm in its
endeavour to empower technical knowledge and skills in students. The 
objective of this session was to give insight about internships and job 
facility in various MNC’s in India and abroads.

The resource persons for the session were student and are from 
different colleges across the state who had worked as interns and 
developers in various companies. 

They had also had active contributions to numerous technical and non-
technical communities (IEEE, IEDC, DSC, Tinkerhub etc). They shared 
their learning journey and their experiences to the students. They 
motivated and inspired the students in developing their skills in their 
area of interest.

Event Keynote

• How I started my fullstack developer journey as an electronics 
student

• My DevOps Journey as a Mechanical Engineering Student
• My Journey as a Flutter Developer
• My Journey as a Cyber Security enthusiast
• My Automation Story
• My Journey as a Software Developer
• Story of Youngest Associate Product Manager
• Importance of Community Learning Culture
• QnA Session
• Bonus Session



Our Gustes

1.Danwand NS (AI Researcher Intern at Wattlecorps Cybersecurity labs,
Placed in TCS, Deloitte, Wipro)
2.Nijin Nazar (Software Developer Intern at Curiosity)
3.Vinu Balagopal AP (Flutter Developer, UI/UX Developer)
4.Ankitha Jazy (Tinkerhub Community Manager)
5.Ashique Hira (Robotics automation Intern at Wattlecorps 
Cybersecurity labs)
6.Imohammed qbal PB (DevOps Intern at Emvigo Technologies)
7.Arun Joseph (Associate Product Manager at Centrric)
8.Bijoy Sijo (Intern at Makemine Technologies, uLearn 1st Rank holder)
9.Chaithanya Liz R. T (Developer Intern at Sketchmark, React 
Developer)

Our Guests



Event Schedule

The first session was taken by Chaithanya Liz, a full stack 
developer,were she embarked her hackathon journey. She also 
accentuated on the fact that nothing could come our way of our goal. 
She had indeed inspired many of the students by her achievements.

The second session was taken by Mohammed Iqbal PB. He hailed from 
KMEA College of Engineering.  a mechanical engineering student he broke 
all odds and became a word press Developer and Devops Engineer along 
with being highly skilled hardware engineer.

The third session was taken by Vinu Balagopal AP, he is a computer science 
student from KMCT College of Engineering, Kozhikode. He described how 
flutter had an influence in him and he decided to expand his skill on this. He 
also guided the students to find their most suitable technological field and 
to equip their skills on it.

The fourth resource person for the event was Danwand NS, he was a 
student from CAS Thamarassery. He shared his volunteer experience at 
Kerala Cyberdome. He recited on the efforts it took to become the Co-
Founder at EvilHoursX all this together embarked his journey in becoming 
Cyber Security analyst at IBM. He indeed had a remarkable experience in AI 
and Cybersecurity and imparted those wisdom to the students.

It was followed by Bijoy Sijo from AISAT. He emphasized on the importance 
of contributions to GitHub projects. He is an active student ambassador for 
Gtech AFTG. He spoke on the importance of student communities in 
colleges and how it can influence one in advancing their career.

Nijin Nazar who is currently the Software Developer Intern at CuriousJr 
shared his journey as a SoftwareDeveloper.He also added on how he was 
actively into Web development in IEEE SB, and it also led him to be the co-
founder at Devit. He also shared some connecting tips for beginners in Web
Development. Students were elated by this session.

Arun Joseph continued the session by narrating the story of how he 
became the youngest Associate Product Manager at Centrric. He is 
currently pursuing his Engineering in CCE, Irinjalakuda. He had begun his 



journey as a UI/UX Designer. His words uplifted the students in taking 
startups .He also highlighted on how age is never a barrier to one’s dream.

The session was further taken over by Ashique Hira from KMCT College of 
Engineering. He elucidated on his interest in robotics and is currently 
working as Robotic Process Automation Researcher at Wattlecorps 
Cybersecurity. This also led him to be a core part of Pygammers. He 
apprised on the importance of electronics in the current industry. He 
encouraged all students to strive for it.

The session was ended by a Ankitha Jazy. She with her enrapturing speech 
enthralled the students. She focused on the importance of community 
learning culture. She described as this helps students to learn various skills 
from different students and this leads to a collaborative learning. Her 
captivating words made her a RJ in CETalks and is currently SPS Vice 
Chairperson at IEEE SB CET

The event was hosted by Ciril P Thomas (DSC Lead). It came to an end 
collaborative discussion session.



Bonus Session

There was an extra bonus session after the event, where the speakers and 
students interacted with each other and they were given a platform to share
their ideas and views on the current industry needs. The event ended by 
9.30 pm.

Organizers

Program Organizers

▪ Ciril P Thomas (DSC Lead)
▪ C Vinay Sankar (Marketing Lead)
▪ Arjun Raghunandanan (Technical Lead)
▪ Jijin K Haridas (Development Lead)
▪ Anjana M Arun (WIT Lead)
▪ Radhika Sharma (Project, Creative Lead)
▪ Yogita R Nair (Project Lead)
▪ Niranjana. R (Outreach Lead)

The event was coordinated and supported by Assistant Professor K.K. 
Salitha and with the blessings from our HOD Dr. Ramani Bai V,who’s 
constant support helped this initiative in being a success.

Event Outcomes

All the speakers had a positive impact on the students and they were 
motivated to enhance their expertise in these fields. They had boosted the 
confidence in students to take this lockdown period as a time to grow and 
sharpen our knowledge in these areas.

About 92 Students from different colleges had participated this event and it
was conducted through Google Meet.In all,the event was a great success.


